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Abstract. The evaluation of the interference pattern of a prism interfer_ 
ometer by a phase-stepping technique is described. The required phase 
shift is achieved by moving the surface under test perpendicular to the 
hypotenuse of the prism. Limits of this phase-shifting technique are dis
cussed. A calibration method of the phase shift between the interfero
grams for the adjustable sensitivity of the interferometer is shown. Finally 
measurements of technical surfaces are presented. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Twyman-Green and Fizeau interferometers are widely used for 
measurements of optical surfaces with high accuracy . The wave 
vector k in these interferometers is perpendicular to both the 
test and reference surfaces. One fringe in the resulting interfer
ence pattern represents a height of half a wavelength on the 
surface under test. These methods are, in general, too sensitive 
to measure technical surfaces . The surface slopes are often so 
high that the fringes cannot be resolved. Another disadvantage 
is the low specular reflection of optically rough surfaces at nOf
mal incidence. 

To measure technical surfaces oblique incidence interfer
ometers are used . The main advantage of the oblique incidence 
is a longer effective wavelength and thus a reduction of fringe 
density . According to the higher specular reflection at oblique 
incidence, interference patterns with good contrast are produced. 

The oblique incidence interferometer described in this paper 
utilizes the hypotenuse of a ri!jht-angle prism as reference surface 
and beamspliuer. Abramson introduced the word " interfero
scope" for this kind of interferometer with variable sensitivity. 
An advantage of this setup is the low image compression in the 
axis of incidence compared to other oblique incidence interfer-
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ometers. The distortion of the object is reduced by the refraction 
of the wavefront at the hypotenuse face of the prism. Further 
applications of Abramson's instrument are described in Refs. 2 
through 5. In the presented setup a piezo-driven sample mount 
was introduced as a phase-Shifting device for digital calculation 
of the wavefront by a four interferogram algorithm. 

2. EXPERUMENTALSETUP 
A schematic diagram of the interferometer is shown in Fig. l. 
The light source is a He-Ne laser with a wavelength of A = 632.8 
nm. The plane wavefront after the beam expander (lens LI, L2) 
is reflected by the plane mirror Ml into the righi-angle glass 
prism. The hypotenuse face acts as both the reference surface 
and the beamsplitter. Interference occurs between the wavefront 
reflected by the hypotenuse and the wavefront reflected by the 
surface under test. The interference pattern is imaged by lens 
L3 and a lOOm lens onto a CeD camera and shown on a video 

CCD camera 

Zoom lena 

Priam 
M2 

L1 L2 

'th ontinFig. 1. Schematic diagram of the prism interferometer ~I c 
uous adjustment of the fringe separation and phase shift. 



[IlOnitor. A diaphragm is placed in the focal plane of L3 for 
image filtering. 

Referring to Fig. 2, the optical path difference (OPO) between 
a reference and test beam is given by 

OPD=ABC-n AD = 2h sina . (I) 

Thus the phase difference 4> between the two beams is given by 

21T2h . cjl=- sma. 
X (2) 

The sensitivity of the oblique incidence interferometer is reduced 
by a factor of sina compared to the sensitivity of a nonnal 
incidence (e.g .• Fizeau) interferometer. The effective wave
length Aefr= X/sina can be varied with the angle a on the surface 
under test. This interferometer is designed to measure with an 
effective wavelength Xerr from J to 10 JLm. In order to obtain 
this wavelength range the angle a needs to be varied between 
3.6 and 40 deg. 

For this range a mirror holder was designed to select the 
sensitivity continuously. The angle of M I relative to the incident 
plan: wavefront deh:nnim:s Ihe refraction angle W behind the 
bypotenuse of the prism and thus the interferomelric sensitivity. 
The mirror M2 is mechanically coupled to MI in a way to 
minimize the shift of the imaged interference pattern when changing 
the sensitivity. 

A short distance between the surface under test and the ref
erence surface minimizes the sensitivity to environmental dis
turbances. A drawback is the occurrence of mulliple beam in
terference due to the high reflectivity of the surfaces at oblique 
angles of incidence. For accurate calculation of the topography 
of a sample with a usual phase measurement algorithm, cosi
nusoidal interference fringes are required. This requirement is 
fulfilled for two beam interference patterns. A method to avoid 
multiple beam interferences and to generate cosinusoidal inter~ 
fere~ fringes in a prism interferometer is shown in Fig. 3. The 
tnaxunum length of the measuring area is given by 

0-1 .:;00::.",-' s= _, ' 
2 cosp (3) 

with.' the length of the cathete of the right angle prism. 1be air 
gap IS set to 

, 
h=- lana: 

2 (4) 

Thus two beam interference fringes occur by the superposition 
of waves I and 2 reflected by the surface under test with the 
wavefront between beams 2 and 3 reflected by the hypotenuse 
of the prism. 

=-'.-_ R.t .... c. eurfac. ..... .-. 
Fig. 2. Optical paths of the ref.rence and test beam. 

1 

Fig. 3. Avoidance of muhlple beam Interference and generation of 
cosfnusoldallnterference 'ring"_ 

Another possibility for obtaining cosinusoidal fringes is to 
introduce a tilt between the reference and the test sUrfaces. 5 The 
multiple reflections can then be blocked in the focal plane of a 
lens. A moire interferometer is used to obtain the interference 
pattern without the linear carrier due to the tilt. 

3, PHASE CALCULATION AND DECOMPRESSION 
OF IMAGE DEFORMATION 
To calculate the phase of the wavefront a four-step phase-shift 
algorithm is used.b,1 The intensity distribution of the i'th inter
ferogram can be expressed as 

1;(x,y)=/o(x,y){1 + m(x,y) cos[<I>(x,y)+8;j), i= 1....4 , (5) 

where lri,x,y) is the average intensity at cad1 point. m(x,y) is 
the modulation, ct>(x,y) is the phase of the wavefront , and 8 is 
the introduced phase shift. With a phase shift of 8/ = - 311'/4, 
- 1'1'/4, -rr/4, and 3-rr/4, the phase can be calculated from 

(6) 

The required phase shift is achieved by changing the thickness 
of the air gap between the surface under lest and the prisrq 
hypotenuse. To achieve a phase step of 11'12 the di stance has to 
be changed by an amount of Mt = ~cftl8 . To use the whole 
sensitivity range, we need a displacement of the surface under' 
lest of at least 5 JLm. For an accurate phase calculation, the 
displacement of the surface under test needs to be controlled to 
lead to a minimum deviation from 6;. 

To move the surface under test perpendicular to the reference 
surface a piezoelectric transducer is integrated into the sample 
mounting. The variable fringe density of this interferometer re
quires a calibration of the phase shift. After every sensitivity 
change, we measure the intensity at a point while shifting the 
phase in sma11 steps. The intersection points of the intensity 
profile with the average intensity correspond to phase steps of 
0, 180, and 360 deg, whereas the extremes between these points 
correspond to phase steps of 90 and 270 deg. The movement of 
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the piezoelectric transducer in the sample mounting was cali
brated with a Michelson interferometer. 

The required phase shift for phase calculation is achieved by 
moving the surface under test perpendicular to the reference 
surface. This movement of the sample leads to small lateral 
shifts between different interferograms. A test beam reflected at 
B of the surface under test (Fig. 4) crosses the reference surface 
at C. After changing the thickness of the air gap a test beam 
reflected at B crosses the reference surface at C' . The lateral 
shift v from C to C' of the crossing point is given by 

1 
v= f1h- , 

tana 
(7) 

with I::JJ the air gap variation and a the angle of the incident 
beam. Thus the lateral shift while changing the phase by an 
amount of 'Jf/2 is given by 

Acft 1 
v ~---

8 lana 
(8) 

With the local slope of the surface under test iJhJax the lateral 
shift v results in a phase difference 

4tv = 1'1' iJh 
2 tana ax 

(9) 

With this additional phase difference Eq. (6) can be written as 

<1>' ~ arctan[,in( <I> + 3<1>.) + ,in(<I> + <1>.)] . 
co'(<I» + C05(<I> + 2<1>.) 

(10) 

The residual phase error between the original phase of the wave
front ~ and the calculated phase 4t' is shown in Fig. 5. 

In oblique incidence interferometers, the image of the sample 
is compressed in the direction of oblique incidence. In the prism 
interferometer. the compression of the sample is reduced by the 
refraction of the wavefront at the hypotenuse of the prism. The 
size ratio r between compressed and uncompressed axis is given 
by 

cos'Y 
r= , cosp 

cos'Y 
(11) 

Without the decompression by the refraction of the glass, r is 
given by 

. A 
r=sma=-

A.ff 
(12) 

C' t.h;:;:;GC Sample 

Ag. 4. The lateral shift of the wavefront reflected at the test surface 
due to the displacement for phase shifting. 
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Fig. 5. Phase errors resulting from the lateral shift vasa function 
of the local surface slope and the effective wavelength as pal1lmeter. 

Figure 6 shows the size ratio as a function of the effective 
wavelength in both cases. 

After the calibration of the phase shift the effective wave
length is known and this allows the calculation of the remaining 
compression. During the evaluation of the interference pattern 
the x axis is spread accordingly and the distonion is decom
pressed in the presentation of the measurements . 

4, EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
In a first example, the topography of a ceramic sample was 
analyzed. Figures 7(a) through 7(c) show resulting interference 
patterns for different effective wavelengths. The vertical tilt was 
adjusted for equal number of fringes in the right part of lhe 
interferogram. For an effective wavelength of 3.0 ~m (Fig. 7(a)] 
the fringe density in the left part of the interference pattern was 
too high to be evaluated. Other problems occurred from the high 
local fringe densities due to fine grooves in the ceramic. The 
slope of the wavefront was reduced by the cure of a longer 
effective wavelength of 5 .2 .... m [Fig. 7(b». The topography was 
measured with ~eff = 7.1 J.Lm [Fig. 7(c)] . A pseudo-three
dimensional plot is shown in Fig. 7(d) . The reduced sensitivity 
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Fig. 6. Image compression in oblique incidence interferome~. = 
continuous lina shows the size ratio in a prism interferometer, e If 
the dashed line shows the size ratio by the oblique incidence itse . 
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Fig. 7. Interferogram of a ceramic sample at effecti .... e wa .... elengths 
of lal 3.0 Jim, (b) 5.2 p.m, and fc) 7.1 Jim: (d) a pseudo·3·D plot of 
the sample. 

enables the measurement of the height difference of the test 
surface of about 70 jJ.1ll . The size of the measured area was 
12x 12 O1m2

, To analyze the surface structure a second mea
Surement of a ponion of the surface W;I!I made by using an 
effective wavelength of 5 .2 ,.un. A pseudo-three-dimcn!lional 
plot (Fig. 8) shows the parallel abrasion grooves on the surface. 
The variable fri nge se paration of this oblique incidence inter
ferome ter makes it possible to lest the entire sample at low 
resolution wi th the abil ity to focus on ponions of the sample in 
order to analyze fine structures wilh high resolution. 

.The second e.xample sho ws Ihe topography of a steel tappet. 
Wuh an adjusted effective wave lengt h of9.2 jJ.m it was poss ible 
10 resolve the fri nges over the whole interference pattern for the 
a~lomatie phase measureme nt. A profile and a pscudo-threc
dimensional plot of the surface arc shown in Fig. 9 . 

5. CONCLUSION 

The c?mbination of a pri sm interferometer wi th a fringe analysis 
technique allows Ihe measurement of technical surfaces . The 
phase Shifting was done by moving the test surface perpendicular 
to Ihe hypotenuse of the prism. The phase error resulti ng from 
the lateral shift whi le changing the phase is sillall comp;lred to 
the ,measuring range . With a cal ibrated shifti ng device the ef
fect~ve wavelength and the correction factor for image defo r
mation was detemlined out of the displacement needed for the 

PV 12J1m 

Fig. 8. Pseudo-3·0 plot of the surface structure. 
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Fig . 9, Topography of a steel tappet lob 24 mm): lal pseudo-3-0 plot ; 
fbI profile map. 

phase shift algori thm. Interfe rence with obl ique incidence nOI 
only reduces the number of interference fringes but also increa<;e~ 
the range of TTle:lsurable surfaces 10 rougher surface .... 
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